LEKTIONEN IN DISKRIMINIERUNG
LOKALE PERSPEKTIVEN AUF RASSISMUS UND INKLUSION

17 MARCH LEUKERBAD REVISITED: INSTITUTIONAL EFFORTS TO COMBAT RACISM LOCALLY AND NATIONALLY
Mariane Helfer, Eidgenössisches Departement des Innern
and Itziar Marañón, Kompetenzzentrum Integration der Stadt Bern

14 APRIL “I WILL BE DIFFERENT EVERY TIME”: LESUNG ZUR SCHWARZEN FRAUENGESCHICHTE IN DER SCHWEIZ
Fork Burke, Myriam Diarra, Perpétue Kabengels,
Anita Maïmouna Neuhaus, and Franziska Schutzbach

28 APRIL RACIAL PROFILING: EXPERIENCES, EMPOWERMENT AND RESISTANCE
Claudia Wilopo, Seminar für Kulturwissenschaft und Europäische Ethnologie,
Universität Basel and Mohamed Wa Baile, Bibliothek Medizin, Universität Bern

Offered as part of the Unlearning Racism lecture series.
Language is often used to teach white people that their position in
the world is natural, neutral and normal. We invite students to form
their own opinion on the various discourses of race/ethnicity, and to
(re)consider their own commitment to unlearning racism.

Sessions: Wednesdays 10:00-12:00 (in English and German)
For the zoom link and password, write to
noemi.steuerwald@students.unibe.ch

Organized by the Department of English, University of Bern,
and supported by the Faculty of Humanities, Commission for Equal Opportunities.